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Certain statements in this document constitute forward-looking 
statements. Such forward-looking statements, including the 
intended actions and performance objectives of the Co-op, 
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other 
important factors that could cause the actual results of the Co-op 
to differ materially from any future results expressed or implied 
by such forward-looking statements. Accordingly, readers should 

not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. No 
representation or warranty is made as to future performance or 
such forward-looking statements. 
This document was last updated on July 1st, 2018. 
For the most up to date information on our product 
development and business strategy, please refer to our website 
at overview.every.shop 
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In today's vast, interconnected digital landscape, the "typical consumer" no longer exists. At EVERY, we 
understand that each shopper is unique and celebrate diversity in all of its different styles and sizes.

Ӟӻොᶎ҅౯ժ᮷ԧᥴྯ֖ᨻᇔᘏ᮷ฎᇿӞ෫ྯࣁ̶ࣁ୮Քଲय़҅ᘶጱහਁᶾऒ҅“َࣳၾᩇᘏ”૪ӧ॔ਂࣁ
ԫጱ҅ଚզݱᐿӧݶጱᷚ໒੮ੑଣᐞग̶़

To bring every consumer the most relevant, personalized, and exciting shopping experience, we embrace 
inclusion as our guiding principle. By building genuine connections with a vast array of shopper 
communities, we’re able to serve them with the authenticity today’s consumer demands to drive sales 
growth and loyalty.

ԅԧᕳྯӻၾᩇᘏଃ๋ፘ҅ىӻ۸եՈيॳጱᨻᇔ֛ḵ҅౯ժਖ਼۱֢ԅ౯ժጱ̶ܻڞ᭗ᬦӨռग़
ᨻᇔᘏᐒ܄ୌᒈ፥ྋጱᘶᔮ҅౯ժᚆड़ԅ՜ժ׀୮Քၾᩇᘏᵱጱ፥ਫ҅զവۖᲀࠓीᳩமᦻଶ̶

We also appreciate the critical role brands play in our lives and their importance across the retail 
landscape. Unlike other marketplace retailers, at EVERY, we facilitate transparency between Brands and 
Shoppers, ensuring our marketplace is always a platform for communication and collaboration.

౯ժԞஉོᩝߝᇈࣁ౯ժጱኞၚӾഀݎጱىᲫ֢አզ݊ਙժࣁᵭࠓӱӾጱ᯿ᥝ̶Өٌ՜૱ᵭࠟࠓӧ҅ݶ౯
ժᬰߝᇈᨻᇔᘏԏᳵጱ᭐กଶ҅Ꮯכ౯ժጱ૱তᕣฎဋ᭗֢ܐጱଘ̶ݣ
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MOTIVATION
ۖ
The current retail landscape operates in 

centralized environments where each 

participant needs to integrate and 

coordinate with the other participant’s 

workflow in order to get their products into 

the hands of shoppers. The parties 

involved are often left to interact with each 

other’s systems, either manually or by 

independently-managed and centralized 

databases.

୮ڹጱᵭࠓሾहࣁᵞӾୗሾहӾᬩᤈ҅ྯӻ

݇Өᘏ᮷ᵱᥝӨٌ՜݇Өᘏጱૡ֢ၞᑕᬰᤈ

ෆܐݳ᧣҅զ឴՜ժጱ

ԾߝᬰفᨻᇔᘏಋӾ̶ಅၿ݊ጱݱො᭗ଉտ

ಋۖ᭗ᬦᇿᒈᓕቘᵞӾጱහഝପӨஂྌ

ጱᔮᕹᬰᤈԻ̶

These centralized parties benefit greatly 

from the inefficiencies between everyone 

else involved in the retail landscape. Under 

the veil of collaboration, these centralized 

middlemen develop systems to onboard 

the other parties onto their protocols. In 

reality, 

WKHVH�V\VWHPV�EORFN�WUDQVSDUHQF\��

DFFRXQWDELOLW\��DQG�LQQRYDWLRQ�WKHUHE\�GULYLQJ�

SULFHV�XS�DQG�WDNLQJ�PRUH�PRQH\�IURP�%UDQGV�

DQG�6KRSSHUV�

ᬯԶᵞӾጱݱොᵭࠓӱӾၿ݊ጱྯӻՈԏᳵጱ֗

පሲӾݑፅ֢ݳࣁ̶ၠ܁ጱᶎᕏӥ҅ᬯԶᵞӾጱӾ

ᳵՈݎᔮᕹ҅ਖ਼ٌ՜ݱොکفے՜ժጱܐᦓӾ̶

ਫᴬӤ҅ᬯԶᔮᕹᴥྊ᭐กଶ҅ᳯᨱڠګෛ҅

ᘒവۖհ໒Ӥ႐ଚߝᇈᨻᇔᘏᮎ᯾឴ๅग़ත

ፅ̶

Middlemen who integrate across the retail 

landscape use the system often and ultimately 

consume the most value between brands and 

shoppers. That allows them to control and 

centralize key data sets to reap the most benefit 

from and centrally manage the information 

exchanges according to their best interest.

ෆݳᵭࠓሾहጱӾᳵࠟᕪଉֵአᧆᔮᕹ๋҅ᕣၾᩇ

ګᨻᇔᘏԏᳵጱ๋य़հ꧊̶ᬯֵ՜ժᚆड़ഴᇈߝ

מፅڥᲫහഝᵞ҅ᘒ໑ഝ՜ժጱ๋֯ىᵞӾ

௳ԻഘӾ឴๋ݐय़ڥፅଚᵞӾᓕቘ̶

ࣰෙଚԅᵭߝ҅ࠟࠓᇈၾᩇᘏ׀հ꧊̶
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PLATFORM
ଘݣ
EVERY is the first decentralized Brand-Direct 

decentralized retail protocol humanized by a token 

backed loyalty rewards program that enables data 

transparency between Brands & Shoppers.

Every᮷ฎᒫӞӻړවጱߝᇈፗള૱மᦻଶॹۜᦇ

ᨻᇔᘏԏᳵጱහഝ᭐ก۸̶ᇈߝਙֵ҅ښ

Powered by the native EVERY Token and Wallet which 

gives shoppers control of their personal data, the 

EVERY marketplace empowers shoppers to monetize 

their data in direct transactions with brands, trading 

personal insights for savings & rewards with every 

transaction.

ኧEVERY TokenWallet׀ඪ೮҅ᦏᨻᇔᘏݢզഴ

ᇈߝ՜ժጱӻՈහഝ҅ྯӻ૱᮷ֵᨻᇔᘏᚆड़᭗ᬦӨګ

ጱፗളԻฃ՜ժጱහഝӾ឴҅ڥ᭗ᬦྯᒟԻฃԻഘӻՈ

ᥠᥴզᜓॹ̶ۜ

This new tokenized retail ecosystem provides brands 

with an continuous stream of valuable business 

intelligence and shoppers with a new revenue channel.

ᬯӻෛጱຽᦕ۸ᵭࠓኞாᔮᕹԅߝᇈ׀ԧᬳᖅጱਪᩃࠟ

ӱฬᚆᨻᇔᘏ҅ଚଃԧෛጱතفჀ̶᭲

(90�KDVKHG�GDWD�LV�SHUPLVVLRQHG�WR�ZLWK�

EUDQGV��WKDW�LV�PDGH�DYDLODEOH�WR�WKH�SURWRFO�

IURP�6KRSSHUV�ZLWKLQ�WKH�(9(5<�:DOOHW�RQ�D�

EUDQGŇV�ZHEVLWH�JLYHV�WKHP�DFFHVV�WR�DOO�WKH�

EHQHƉWV�RI�WKH�(9(5<�UHWDLO�HFRV\VWHP�LQ�

WKHLU�RZQ�RQOLQH�VWRUH�

ଘݣӤጱහഝӨߝᇈوՁ҅ଚӨ(9(5<۱ෆݳ�

զᦢᳯݢᇈጱᗑᒊӤ҅՜ժߝࣁ

Ձྯݑӻᵭࠓӱጱಅํঅ॒ኞாᔮᕹࣁᛔ૩ጱᗑ

Ӥࠟମ̶

7KH�(9(5<�3URWRFRO�ZLOO�KDYH�D�VLPSOH

UHVW�$3,�WKDW�FDQ�EH�HDVLO\�XWLOL]HG�E\

GHYHORSHUV�WR�EXLOG�DJLOH�QHZ�(9(5<�HQDEOHG�

$SSV��6KRSV��DQG�0DUNHWSODFHV�WR�IDFLOLWDWH�

WKH�UDSLG�VFDOLQJ�DQG�DGRSWLRQ�RI�RXU�

GHFHQWUDOL]HG�UHWDLO�HFRV\VWHP�

ྯӻܐᦓ᮷տஉᓌٌ֟ܔጱ$3,ݢզஉฃᤩڥ

አݎՈާ᭜භഠෛྯ�ߝӻސአጱଫአᑕଧ҅

ࠟମ

ኞாࠓව۸ᵭړአ౯ժጱᬰᬥ᭛ಘय़૱

ᔮᕹ
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SpruliFoxCommerce 

KANGA

Speed to market matters. To expedite our mission of delivering the world’s first decentralized 
marketplace, we have acquired a suite of complementary platforms that together supercharge our 
backend development, expedite platform deployment, and speed user acquisition within the 
EVERY network.

Fox commerce was first introduced to our 
founders during a strategic engagement with 
Target’s innovation team. 

Today, Fox Commerce is a GO & Scala 
framework micros ervices ecommerce platform 
the platform upon which we commit 
transactions to EVM. We have developed 
thoughtful enhancements which we believe 
rival any EVM solution on the market.

http://FoxCommerce.com 

Kanga is a fashion-focused social commerce 
app with bold, millennial-focused editorial 
content and an engaging interactive consumer 
interface. This innovative ecommerce platform 
became the foundation for developing the 
EVERY marketplace. Leveraging key CX 
advantages allowed us to quickly model best 
practices and develop our content strategy.

http://Kanga.Shop 

Spruli is a rewards app integrated with the 
Shopify ecommerce platform enabling brands 
to easily establish and optimize a points-based 
loyalty program. The technology is a perfect fit 
for our gamified EVERYPoints-based 
EVERYAwards shopper wallet and brand 
dashboard. 

This acquisition has provided us the ability to 
ramp the core product and scale & develop the 
additional features on our product roadmap, 
helping speed proof-of-concept and consumer 
adoption.

http://Spruli.com 

Comrse 
Comrse contained critical patented at scale 
retail integrations IP, enabling direct data 
integrations into leading payment, eCommerce 
and Shipping systems. These turnkey 
integrations provide for seamless onboarding 
and enable brands to easily adopt new 
infrastructures for Shoppers and Product data 
management. 

http://Comrse.com 

PROTOCOL GROWTH
Ծߝीᳩ
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STAKING

ECONOMICS AND USAGE

Given the nature of the control required to make this data economy function, a token is required to:

• Separate the EVERY network from fluctuations of external tokens that are impacted by other protocols, 
governance, speculation, and economic conditions

• Give the EVERY protocol the ability to create rules of governance around the token that are built 
specifically for retail EVERY and creating a stable token with low volatility and high predictability

• Create incentive structures to drive demand, supply, and velocity of transactions occurring on the 
network and rapidly grow the network value

The staking of the EVERY token is important for 
the EVERY protocol because it ensures that all 
those that contribute to the protocol are 
incentivized to make it better, and it allows a 
slashing penalty for malicious actors in the 
Protocol.

The EVERY token will be designed to support an “information marketplace” that continually increases the 
amount and the velocity of information being shared between supply chain participants. This combination 
creates a powerful feedback loop that accelerates retail experience participation.

The value of the protocol’s information will be represented in tokens. Tokens will be exchanged for 
information based on the value of that information to the whole democracy.

TOLL

The EVERY Token will pay for access to the 
protocol ensuring all Co-operative Members are 
interested in the protocol’s success (data and app 
access transaction fees).

TOKEN
եᇈ
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Information is used by all retail 
supply chain participants, such as:

• consumer targeting

• merchandising efforts

• fulfillment strategies

• logistics optimization

Information is created through all 
interactions with the Protocol, such as:

• consumer preferences

• product information

• delivery options

• inventory states

EVERY TOKEN UTILITY



The EVERY token will be designed to support an “information marketplace” that continually increases 
the amount and the velocity of information being shared between supply chain participants. This 
combination creates a powerful feedback loop that accelerates retail experience participation.

Information is created through all interactions with the Protocol, such as:

• consumer preferences

• product information

• delivery options

• inventory states

Information is used by all retail supply chain participants, such as:

• consumer targeting

• merchandising efforts

• fulfillment strategies

• logistics optimization

The value of the protocol’s information will be represented in tokens. Tokens will be exchanged for 
information based on the value of that information to the whole democracy. The below graphic shows 
the amount of EVERY accounts that have been created worldwide..

TOKEN UTILITY
եᇈኩ᧗
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WALLET

EVERY will be a protocol for creating modern shopping experiences 
using the Ethereum blockchain and IPFS.

A blockchain-powered self sovering 
cryptogrphically secure wallet that will
enable Shoppers to secure and permission 
personal data to Brands and be compensated 
with shopping discounts via a data auction 
model that will be powered by smart contracts 
that return loyalty points backed by ERC20 
tokens. 

Http://EveryAwards.com 

Everyᅩ۱ྯӻࠟମ�Ӟӻࣘ܄᱾ḝۖጱ۱҅Every.Shop ਖ਼ฎᵭ֛ࠓḵ ֵᨻᇔᘏᚆड़׀ӻՈහഝ҅զ
ᨻᇔᘏݢզ឴ॹۜ ߝᇈᨻᇔԾߝጱᤑؑ҅ᬯݍᬦਖ਼꧋ᦜߝᇈ ᭗ᬦහഝೌܕཛྷୗᬰᤈጱರಕਖ਼വ᷐ۖक़
ᲀࠓଚᖀᖅතᵞ ኧฬᚆݳᕅ׀ඪ೮̶ၾᩇᘏහഝ̶

SHOP

Every.Shop is a modern retail marketplace that
allows shoppers to spend their points on
products, which in turn will allow brands to
drive additional sales and continue collecting
consumer data. 

Http://Every.Shop 

DAPPS
አֺڹᦓጱ୮ܐ
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RETAIL CONVERSION FEE REVENUE
ᵭࠓഘᩇතف

EVERY COMBINED REVENUE REVIEW
EVERYᘶݳතفਭັ

EVERY will introduce a 2.9% conversion fee for 
all Shopper conversions. This 2.9% will cover 
the all FIAT (Global Credit Card) processing 
fees with an expected net revenue contribution 
back to the EVERY of ~1% of the total 
conversion.
ಅํᨻᇔᘏഘ᮷տԾኞ2.9Ѿጱഘᩇ̶ᬯ
2.9Ѿਖ਼႗ፍಅํ៎Եᇙҁقቖמአܜ҂॒ቘᩇ
አ҅ᶼ๗ٳතفᨯሠکࢧഘጱᕅ1Ѿ̶

Every will make available demand generation 
tools and solution that will enable the 
acquisition and conversion of shoppers. 

ྯӻՈ᮷ݢզ׀ᵱኞ౮ૡٍᥴ٬ොໜ҅զ
ഘᨻᇔᘏ̶ᨻԣ

REVENUE MODEL
තفཛྷୗ
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Below describes the 7 year projected growth in 
revenue for the EVERY Cooperative. Taking in 
to account advertising revenue generated 
through the platform (on a CPC metric 
delivered for brands), transaction fees 
associated with using the EVERY Token, and co-
op membership fees, EVERY is expecting a net 
revenue of ~$5M by the end of fiscal year 2019, 
expanding past $50M by end of fiscal year 
2023. As created by the former head of Global 
Innovation for Target, and Global Head of 
Marketing for Amazon, and other key 
stakeholders,

ӥᶎൈᬿԧྯӻ֢ݳᐒ7ଙጱᶼᦇතفीᳩ̶ᘍᡤ
ጱ׀ᇈߝҁ໑ഝԅفතޞԾኞጱଠݣ᭗ᬦଘک
CPCຽ҂҅ӨֵአEVERYեᇈፘىጱԻฃᩇአ
զ֢݊ݳᐒտާᩇ҅ྯӻՈᶼᦇکଙବٳතفᕅ
ԅ500ӡᗦ2019زᨰଙ҅2023کᨰଙଶ๛ಘय़
ԵḘෛᨮᨱՈڠෛڠቖقڹኧ̶ز5000ӡᗦک
០ᲀقቖԆᓕզٌ݊՜Ԇᥝڥፅፘىᘏڠୌ҅
चٵᦡইӥࢶಅᐏғ

ADVERTSING MODEL 
૱ଠޞතف

All shoppers and brands that opt to join the Co-op 
will be required to pay a one time fee of $0.99+ (to 
be re-evaluated quarterly based on marketplace 
utility) to gain access to benefits of utilizing the 
EVERY Token.

ಅํೠ֢ݳفےᐒጱᨻᇔᘏߝᇈ᮷ᵱᥝඪ՞0.99ᗦ
զӤጱӞེᩇአҁ໑ഝ૱පአೲਊଶ᯿ෛᦧز
҂҅զ឴ڥአྯӻեᇈጱঅ̶॒

CO-OP MEMBERSHIP REVENUE
فᐒտާත֢ݳ



TRANSFORMATIVE 
EFFECT
捧ᶐප䛑

ACCESSIBLE CUSTOMER INSIGHTS
෫ᵑᏥਮಁᥠᥴ

Quality primary market research has traditionally been 

reserved for companies with the ability to set aside 

robust budgets that would prioritize market research to 

unlock insights that would inform key marketing, 

purchasing, and branding decisions. EVERY allows 

those meaningful insights to be an affordable and 

accessible tool to leverage in business growth 

opportunities.

փᕹӤ҅սᨶጱӞᕆ૱ᎸᑪӫᳪአԭᮎԶᚆड़ᶼኸ୩य़

ᶼᓒጱ҅ݪلᬯԶᶼᓒਖ਼սضᘍᡤ૱Ꮈᑪ҅զ឴ݐᚆड़

ԅىᲫ០ᲀ҅ᨻߝᇈ٬ᒽמ׀௳ጱ၏ྯ̶ێӻՈ

᮷ݢզֵᬯԶํԎጱᥠᥴ౮ԅӞᐿݢᨮ᩸Ӭฃԭ឴

ीᳩտۓአӱڥጱૡٍ҅զݐ

HEALTHY DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER SALES 
CHANNELS
Ⴠ᭲ࠓၾᩇᘏጱᲀݻጱፗളᶎ଼؋

Many brands grow their direct to consumer business 

via a combination of marketplaces and display 

advertising, ultimately consuming up to 30% of each 

sale. In doing so, brands also forfeit valuable consumer 

data that is instead funneled directly to the 

marketplaces that are listing products.

ᦜग़ߝᇈ᭗ᬦ૱ᐏଠޞጱᕟݳਖ਼ٌፗളಘکၾ

ᩇᘏӱ๋҅ۓᕣྯེᲀࠓၾᘙṛᬡ30Ѿ̶ࣁྌᬦᑕӾ҅

ፗളڞᇈԞտනํհ꧊ጱၾᩇᘏහഝ҅ᘒᬯԶහഝߝ

ᵞڊڜکԾߝጱ૱̶

VALUE IN A PERSNAL DATA ECONOMY
ෛӻՈහഝᕪၧӾጱհ꧊

Consumers will be able to tap into the value 

intrinsically present in their personal data, an asset 

that is currently monetized by services like Google 

and Facebook without the true owner of that data 

seeing a share of that revenue. The EVERY Wallet 

being the mechanism to fulfill this outcome will, in 

parallel, lead to the creation of robust new 

relationships between shoppers and brands to their 

mutual benefit.

ၾᩇᘏਖ਼ᚆड़ڥአٌӻՈහഝӾํࢴጱհ꧊҅ᬯᐿᩒԾ

ፓڹྋኧᨕྈFacebookᒵ๐ۓᨵ૰۸҅ᘒᬯԶහഝ

ጱ፥ྋಅํᘏӧտ፡کᧆතفጱӞ᮱ྯ̶ړӻ۱֢ԅ

ਫሿᬯӞᕮຎጱ҅ګਖ਼ݶᛘᨻᇔᘏߝᇈԏᳵୌ

ᒈق؋ጱෛىᔮ҅զਫሿణ̶ڥ
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EVERY USE CASES
ྯӻֵአໜֺ

1. SHOPPER POINTS  GAMIFICATION
���ᨻᇔᘏᑌ֛ړḵ - ౭۸

Shoppers sign-up for their EVERY Points wallet. The 

wallet is available to them on the EVERY marketplace 

and all participating co-operative brands. The wallet is 

seamlessly integrated into the shopper’s pre-existing 

login on the co-op brands’ owned websites. The 

shopper earns points by answering questions in a 

gamified setting where each questions within a 

bundled topic are awarded a point value. The shopper 

can choose between ‘Earn’ and ‘Spend’ at any time 

during their session. 

ᨻᇔᘏဳٙ՜ժጱEVERY Points۱̶۱ྯࣁӻ૱

ಅํ݇Өጱߝ֢ݳᇈӤ᮷׀ݢ՜ժֵአ̶۱෫ᖲᵞ౮ک

ᨻᇔᘏߝ֢ݳࣁᇈํጱᗑᒊӤᶼࣁਂضጱጭ୯Ӿ̶ᨻᇔ

ᘏ᭗ᬦࣁ౭۸ሾहӾࢧᒼᳯ᷌឴ᑌٌ҅ړӾഌᕬԆ

᷌Ӿጱྯӻᳯ᷌ᤩദԨᅩ꧊̶ᨻᇔᘏݢզࣁտᦾ๗ᳵᵋ

ೠ“ᩥ”ݐ“ᜰᩇ”̶

,I�WKH\�FKRRVH�WR�VSHQG�WKHLU�SRLQWV�WKH�ZDOOHW�

GLVSOD\V�$//�RI�WKH�DYDLODEOH�UHZDUGV�IURP�ZKLFK�WKH\�

FDQ�FKRRVH�DQG�KDYH�DSSOLHG�DW�FKHFNRXW�

ইຎ՜ժೠᜰᩇ՜ժጱᑌ҅ړ۱տดᐏ՜ժݢզೠ

ଚࣁᕮᨴኩ᧗ጱಅํݢአॹ̶ۜ

]

2. BRAND REWARDS EXPERIENCE & 
INSIGHTS
ᥠᥴᇈॹ֛ۜḵߝ���

Brands have their own EVERYAwards Dashboard 

where they can determine the rewards assigned to a 

number of points. For example a brand might have: 

200 points = $10 off total order or 200 points = $10 

off Women’s Shoes, etc. At launch, all brands will 

receive data from EVERY’s standard list of shopper 

questions. (appendix A) Once the shopper answers 

questions, the brand can see the responses in 

visualized formats within their same dashboard.

ᯈړզᏟਧݢᇈํᛔ૩ጱEVERYAwardsըᤒ҅՜ժߝ

ᕳग़ӻᅩጱॹ̶ֺۜই҅Ӟӻߝᇈݢᚆํғ200ᅩ=ᦈ

҅ಅํڊവࣁ̶ز200ᅩ=ঀᶖᒵ10ᗦز10ᗦٺܔ

 ᤒӾളතහഝ̶ڜጱᨻᇔᘏᳯ᷌ٵᇈ᮷ਖ਼ྯӻຽߝ

ҁᴫ୯A҂Ӟ෮ᨻᇔᘏࢧᒼᳯ᷌҅ߝᇈ੪ݢզݶࣁӞӻ

ըᤒӾզݢᥤ۸໒ୗັ፡̶॔ࢧ
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EVERY USE CASES
ྯӻֵአໜֺ

2.1: THE SMARTEST LOYALTY REWARDS 
PROGRAM
2.1ғ๋ฬᚆጱமᦻଶॹۜᦇښ

Shoppers sign-up for their EVERY Points wallet. The 

wallet is available to them on the EVERY marketplace 

and all participating co-operative brands. The wallet is 

seamlessly integrated into the shopper’s pre-existing 

login on the co-op brands’ owned websites. The 

shopper earns points by answering questions in a 

gamified setting where each questions within a 

bundled topic are awarded a point value. The shopper 

can choose between ‘Earn’ and ‘Spend’ at any time 

during their session. 

ᨻᇔᘏဳٙ՜ժጱEVERY Points۱̶۱ྯࣁӻ૱

ಅํ݇Өጱߝ֢ݳᇈӤ᮷׀ݢ՜ժֵአ̶۱෫ᖲᵞ౮ک

ᨻᇔᘏߝ֢ݳࣁᇈํጱᗑᒊӤᶼࣁਂضጱጭ୯Ӿ̶ᨻᇔ

ᘏ᭗ᬦࣁ౭۸ሾहӾࢧᒼᳯ᷌឴ᑌٌ҅ړӾഌᕬԆ

᷌Ӿጱྯӻᳯ᷌ᤩദԨᅩ꧊̶ᨻᇔᘏݢզࣁտᦾ๗ᳵᵋ

ೠ“ᩥ”ݐ“ᜰᩇ”̶

,I�WKH\�FKRRVH�WR�VSHQG�WKHLU�SRLQWV�WKH�ZDOOHW�

GLVSOD\V�$//�RI�WKH�DYDLODEOH�UHZDUGV�IURP�ZKLFK�WKH\�

FDQ�FKRRVH�DQG�KDYH�DSSOLHG�DW�FKHFNRXW�

ইຎ՜ժೠᜰᩇ՜ժጱᑌ҅ړ۱տดᐏ՜ժݢզೠ

ଚࣁᕮᨴኩ᧗ጱಅํݢአॹ̶ۜ

]

3.UNLOCKING DATA  & TOKEN FUNGIBILITY
3.ᥴᲁᳯ᷌ଚ᭗ᬦեᇈ՞ྃ឴ڥ
ᥠᥴᇈॹ֛ۜḵߝ

When brands want to go deeper with shopper 

insights, they can unlock more question bundles or 

request a curated bundle set for specific studies. For 

example, the brand might want information about 

shoppers’ home decor or specific reactions to new 

jean styles for product development. The brand pays 

points to EVERY once a shopper has answered their 

added bundle along with rewarding the shopper with 

more points. With our Eureka targeting platform, the 

brand can further hone in on the customers of 

highest interest vs a control using all customers for 

benchmarking. The brands’ insights dashboard will 

reflect the additional data once at least 10 shopper 

responses have been received.

୮ߝᇈ๕Ⴎفԧᥴᨻᇔᘏ၏҅՜ժݢզᥴᲁๅग़

ᳯ᷌۱᧗ᇙਧᎸᑪጱᒽښॺᤰ̶ֺই҅ߝᇈݢᚆᵱ

ᥝํىᨻᇔᘏਹᤰ᷶ጱמ௳Ծߝݎጱෛᇍ՚

ୗጱٍ֛ݍଫ̶Ӟ෮ᨻᇔᘏࢧᒼԧ՜ժႲےጱഌᕬ۱

ଚӬᕳᨻᇔᘏॹۜๅग़ᑌ҅ړᧆߝᇈ੪տᕳԨᑌ̶ړ᭗

ᬦ౯ժጱEurekaਧ֖ଘ҅ݣᧆߝᇈݢզᬰӞྍᐃᕞ๋ṛ

Ӟ෮̶ګၥᦶጱഴٵፅጱਮಁӨֵአಅํਮಁᬰᤈचڥ

තکᛗ10ӻᨻᇔᘏߝ҅॔ࢧᇈጱᥠᥴըᤒਖ਼ݍฉٌ

՜හഝ̶
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EVERY USE CASES
ྯӻֵአໜֺ

4. BRAND CO-OP ON-SITE MARKETING
ሿ០ᲀ֢ݳᇈߝ .4

Brands will be able to participate in EVERY’s content and marketing materials. EVERY will offer placements across 

the marketplace site, email, social and featured paid ads highlighting brands that align with the seasonal 

campaigns. Examples of on-site placements include the cross-site locations perpetual header, hero, side 

navigation and editorial features. The brand pays EVERY in tokens for payment and will have full transparency to 

the placements metrics including number of impressions, clicks, product page hits and conversion to gather the 

full downstream impact story.

ᐏ֖׀Ӿޞᇙᜋ՞ᩇଠෆӻ૱ᗑᒊ҅ኪৼᮒկ҅ᐒԻࣁ០ᲀා̶ྯӻՈ᮷տᇈਖ਼ᚆड़݇Өྯӻٖߝ

ᗝ҅ᑱڊดᐏӨਊᜓଠޞᔮڜӞᛘጱߝᇈ̶ሿᐏ֖ᗝጱᐏֺ۱ೡᒊᅩ֖ᗝԋຽ᷌҅ᵜ҅׆ᶎᛯᖫᬋ

ᶭᶎߝහ҅Ծེڋ᭐กଶ҅۱ೡᐏེහ҅ᅩقᇈඪ՞ྯӞᒟդ૰ඪ՞ᩇአ҅ଚӬᐏ֖ᗝຽٍํਠߝᚆ̶ᧆۑ

ඳԪ̶ߥ۸զතᵞਠෆጱӥᯈහ܃
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An open letter to those who believe we can improve the current state of consumer privacy, brand and 
shopper connectivity and the global retail economy.

ᛘᮎԶፘמ౯ժݢզද࠺ၾᩇᘏᵌᐺ҅ߝᇈᨻᇔᘏᬳളզ݊قቖᵭࠓᕪၧሿᇫጱՈጱل̶מ

We realize that our platform is unique and particularly to those that do not comprehend blockchain 
technology yet. Our brand engagement strategy highlights how our platform addresses undercurrent and 
mainstream issues where most brands are technically incapable today. Our ability to claim stake as an 
immediate solve for GDPR compliance while handing CIOs a blockchain POV for their leadership, is 
capitalized upon in each brand discussion. Our value proposition is like no other and is an easy story to tell: 
fee free to keep margins high and pricing competitive, a loyalty program backed by currency with 
increasing value based on usage, actionable shopper insights and traffic driving strategies that are 
agnostic, non-competing of brands versus marketplaces. The brands have acknowledged these 
components with ease and are enthusiastic towards onboarding.

We are preparing for global expansion from day one in select Asia-Pacific countries, with China having the 
highest e-commerce spend worldwide. Hence, we are establishing a partnership with Yumi for barrier-free 
logistics along with WeChat campaigns. For APAC countries cryptocurrency wallets and loyalty programs 
are a staple and thus by combining the two, we expect adoption to be high and the effort worthwhile.

౯ժᦩک౯ժጱଘݣฎᇿӞ෫ԫጱ҅ᇙڦฎᮎԶ๚ቘᥴࣘ܄᱾ದጱଘ̶ݣ౯ժጱߝᇈ݇Өᒽኼᑱڊԧ౯
ժጱଘݣই֜ᥴ٬୮ڹय़ग़හߝᇈࣁದӤ෫ᚆԅێጱᄟၞԆၞᳯ̶᷌౯ժํᚆێᒈܨᥴ٬GDPRݳᥢᳯ᷌҅
ฎӞӻ҅ݶአ̶౯ժጱհ꧊ԆୟӨռӧڥړ꧌کᇈᦎᦞӾߝӻྯࣁ᱾POVጱᶾᘏ҅ଚࣘ܄ਖ਼CIO֢ԅݶ
ฃᦖᬿጱඳԪғعᩇכ೮ṛڥႎਧհᒋԩ҅ێզᨵ૰ԅݸጱமᦻଶᦇ҅ښ໑ഝֵአఘ٭ीےհ꧊҅ݢᤈ
ጱᨻᇔᘏᥠᥴӧݢᎣጱԻ᭗ḩḡᒽኼ҅ᶋ - ߝᇈӨ૱ጱᒋԩ̶ᬯԶߝᇈຂᦊݢᬯԶᕟկ҅ଚᅾᤙԭفᘳ̶

We are hyper focused on the shopper experience and driving new and repeat traffic with loyalty “points” 
usage. Currently we have public facing partnerships with Stripe, Shopify, SXSW, International Data 
Corporation (IDC) and in discussions with MasterCard, Refinery 29, WWD, Pinterest and WeChat. At launch, 
our marketing team will drive awareness through credible softlines publishers, influencers and social 
channels as well as traffic driving initiatives in print, online publications, outbound marketing (email & push 
notifications), optimized search, personalized email content, paid ads and partnership channels, with 
accountable KPI measurements across all.

GO-TO-MARKET 
Օᕨفڔ૱
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౯ժྋ॓ٵਧጱԵॡਹጱᒫӞॠ᩸قቖಘୟ҅Ӿጱኪৼࠟۓඪقࣁڊቖ๋ٖࢱṛ̶ࢩྌ҅౯ժྋӨ
Yumiୌᒈ֢ݳվ֎ىᔮ҅ਫሿ෫ᵑᏥᇔၞզ݊ஙמၚ̶ۖԭԵॡ܄ጱਹᘒ҅ੂےᨵ૰۱மᦻଶᦇ
꧊̶ێ҅౯ժ๕አሲṛ҅ۘ᩸ݳྌ᭗ᬦਖ਼ӷᘏᕮࢩጱ҅ݢฎӧښ

The acquisition of Spruli rapidly expands our loyalty wallet engine, providing an immediate avenue to usher 
brands and existing shoppers into our new decentralized network. Once a shopper arrives on any enabled 
site, the experience aims to furnish elevated editorial content that is relevant for all stages across the 
purchasing funnel.

౯ժӫဳԭᨻᇔᘏ֛ḵ҅ଚ᭗ᬦமᦻଶ“ᑌړ”ֵአവۖෛጱ᯿॔ጱၞᰁ̶ፓ҅ڹ౯ժӨStripe҅Shopify҅
SXSW҅ᴬහഝݪلҁIDC҂զ݊ӨӡԪᬡ҅ܜRefinery 29҅WWD҅Pinterestஙמጱᦎᦞ᮷ᶎلݻռ̶ࣁ
വڊ҅౯ժጱ០ᲀࢫᴚਖ਼᭗ᬦמݢጱᕚݎᘏ҅ߥᘏᐒԻჀ᭲զ݊ࣁ҅ڬܦᕚڊᇇᇔ҅क़០ᲀҁኪ
ৼᮒկവᭆ᭗Ꭳ҂҅ս۸ᔱ҅ӻ۸ኪৼᮒկٖ҅՞ᩇଠ֢ݳޞվ֎ىᔮӾጱၞᰁḝۖᦇښṛᦊ
Ꭳଶ̶Ⴠ᭲҅ಅํՈᬰᤈᨮᨱձጱKPIᤍᰁ̶

We are creating many “firsts” within the softlines and blockchain industries and to that end we have 
rigorous A/B testing plans to understand, optimize and continuously improve. Shopper persona targeting is 
key and I am confident in our product development team to hone the personalization logic for our daily 
marketing efforts mentioned prior.

තᨻSpruliᬥ᭛ಘԧ౯ժጱமᦻଶ۱ක҅ԅਖ਼ߝᇈሿํᨻᇔᘏف౯ժෛጱړවᗑᕶ׀ԧፗള᭔ஆ̶
Ӟ෮ᨻᇔᘏکᬡձ֜ސአጱᗑᒊ҅ᧆ֛ḵࣁ׀ӨෆӻᨻԣჀ᭲Ӿጱಅํᴤྦྷፘىጱṛᕆᖫᬋ̶ٖ
౯ժࣁᕚࣘ܄᱾ᤈӱӾڠ᭜ԧᦜग़“ᒫӞ”҅ԅྌ౯ժํӸ໒ጱA / Bၥᦶᦇښቘᥴ҅ս۸ӧෙදᬰ̶ᨻ
ᇔᘏᜋਧ֖ฎىᲫ҅౯౯ժጱԾߝࢫݎᴚ꧌ჿמஞ҅ԅ౯ժԏڹکጱ෭ଉ០ᲀૡ֢ᐃᕞӻ۸᭦ᬋ̶

So yes, we are ravenous about making noise and in unabating pursuit to yell from the rooftops that our 
brand is changing how people connect and are rewarded by brands they love.

ಅզ҅ฎጱ҅౯ժګ᭜ᶪஉӧӞᶶ҅ଚӬӧෙ᭄ᶮӤय़࠾य़҅ݞ౯ժጱߝᇈྋࣁදݒՈժጱᘶᔮ
ොୗଚ឴՜ժࡅᆽጱߝᇈጱࢧಸ̶

GO-TO-MARKET 
Օᕨفڔ૱
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MOBILE-FIRST 
ᑏۖᒫӞኼ
By 2021, 73% of all online shopping is expected to 

happen via mobile devices according to eMarketer. 

Our product and go-to-market strategies are aligned 

to capture revenue in key strategic regions as the 

market matures in this way over the next 3 years.

ഝeMarketerᑍ҅2021کଙ҅73ѾጱᗑӤᨻᇔᶼᦇਖ਼᭗

ᬦᑏۖᦡ॓ᬰᤈ̶ᵋ፳૱ࣁ๚3ଙٖզᬯᐿොୗ౮

ᆧ҅౯ժጱԾߝ૱ኼਖ਼ӨԆᥝኼ܄ጱතכف

೮Ӟᛘ̶

KEY MARKETS & OPPORTUNITY

Ԇᥝ૱᭬

China and the US make up 44% of total global 

retail spending, more than any single region in the 

world (eMarketer).

Ӿᗦقܛቖᵭࠓඪڊጱ44Ѿ҅᩻ᬦӮኴӤ

ձ֜Ӟӻ܄ҁeMarketer҂̶

82% of online shopping in China will happen via 

mobile devices by 2021 ($2.7 trillion).

82ѾጱᗑӤᨻᇔਖ਼᭗ᬦᑏۖᦡ॓ᬰ2021ଙ҅Ӿک

ᤈҁ2.7ӡՊᗦز҂̶

54% of online shopping in the US will happen via 

mobile devices by 2021 ($312 billion).

]

GTM STRATEGY

GTMኼ

The EVERY marketplace is a mobile-first, curated, 

fashion-forward shopping experience (Fashion is the 

top grossing ecommerce category for both China and 

the US).

ྯӻ૱᮷ฎᑏۖս҅ضᒽ҅ښڹဠጱᨻᇔ֛

ḵҁฎӾᗦ๋ᲀጱኪৼࠟۓᔄڦ҂̶

We will sell curated products through pop-up 

WeChat storefronts via a partnership with Yumi 

(WeChat is the most-used mobile app in China with 

170 million DAU).

౯ժਖ਼᭗ᬦӨYumiҁஙמฎӾ๋ଉአጱᑏۖଫአ

ᑕଧ҅ํ1.7ՊDAU҂֢҅ݳ᭗ᬦ୨ڊୗஙמମᶎᲀࠓ

ᔜԾ̶ߝ

An EVERY Community Credit Program launch in 

key markets will acquire shopper accounts by 

providing EVERY Points in return for the creation of an 

EVERY Wallet on their mobile device.

׀᮷ਖ਼᭗ᬦښአᦇמ܄ጱྯӻᐒڊԆᥝ૱വࣁ

ྯӻᑌړ឴ݐᨻᇔᘏᨴಁ҅զഘٌࣁݐᑏۖᦡ॓Ӥڠ

ୌྯӻ۱̶
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GLOBAL EXPANSION
ቖಘୟق

By 2021, cross-border shopping will make up 15% of 

total ecommerce transactions with a projected annual 

volume of $421B. The top category being purchased 

cross-border is apparel at 46% of total sales. As a 

decentralized, yet inclusive and diverse marketplace, 

EVERY will launch within Asia-Pacific countries in 

addition to North America. EVERY has identified our 

top

10 strategic countries within APAC to focus on brand 

penetration, targeted shopper acquisition, and 

platform adoption. We are forming a partnership with 

WeChat shopping for the EVERYAwards shopper 

loyalty program and with Pitney Bowes/Border-Free to 

integrate the EVERYAwards wallet; thereby enabling 

an immediate injection of cross border ecommerce 

with the EVERY token.

Իฃᰁጱ15Ѿ҅ᶼۓኪৼࠟܛ2021ଙ҅हᨻᇔਖ਼ک

ᦇଙᲀ᷐ࠓԅ421Պᗦ̶زहᨻԣጱᶮᕆᔄڦฎ๐ᤰ҅

ग़වጱ҅֕۱ړጱ46Ѿ̶֢ԅӞӻ᷐ࠓᲀܛ

۸ጱ૱҅ᴻԧ۹ᗦԏक़҅ྯӻਹ᮷ਖ਼ࣁԵॡ܄വ

ጱ10ӻኼ܄ӻՈ᮷Ꮯਧԧ౯ժጱᶮᕆԵॡྯ̶ڊ

ਹӫဳԭߝᇈႽ᭐҅ํᰒጱᨻᇔᘏතᨻଘݣ

አ̶౯ժྋࣁӨWeChatᨻԣEVERYAwardsᨻᇔᘏமᦻ

ଶᦇ֢҅ݳښଚӨPitney Bowes / Border-Freeݳଚ

EVERYAwards۱;ᘒݢզֵአEVERYեᇈᒈفဳܨ

हኪৼ̶ࠟۓ

CONSIDERATIONS FOR COUNTRY LAUNCHES:

• Wealth & amp; eCommerce: GDP vs. eCommerce 

Sales

• Cross-border Purchase Behavior - adoption and 

barriers

• App Install Scale & amp; Efficiency: Estimated 

Volume vs. CPI

• Digital Marketing KPIs: Digital Ad Spend, Cost per 

Acquisition

• Legal considerations (Fraud & amp; Return Risk, 

Hacking Risk, Propensity for Gamification, Crypto 

Adoption/Utilization, Regulatory Concerns)

ᔰғࢩጱᘍᡤݎਹ

•ᨰӨᨰኪৼࠟۓғGDPӨኪৼࠟۓᲀࠓ

•हᨻԣᤈԅ - አᵑᏥ

•App Install Scaleѿamp;පሲғᶼᦇ౮ԻᰁӨCPI

•හਁ០ᲀىᲫᖂපຽғහਁଠޞඪེྯ҅ڊᨻ౮

•ဩᘍᡤҁྂᦪӨᭅᨵᷚᴾ҅ἓਮᷚᴾ҅౭۸҅ݻ

አ҅ፊᓕᳯ᷌҂ڥ/አੂے
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TEAM
ᴚࢫ

We’re a tight knit team of retail-focused technologists, 

E-commerce experts, and brand marketers dedicated 

to building and implementing decentralized, 

blockchain-based commerce solutions that benefit 

Brands & Shoppers.

౯ժฎӞӻኧᵭࠓӱದӫਹ҅ኪৼࠟۓӫਹߝᇈ០

ᲀՈާᕟ౮ጱᔲੂࢫᴚ҅ᛘێԭୌਫෞړවጱ҅च

ԭࣘ܄᱾ጱࠟӱᥴ٬ොໜֵ҅ߝᇈᨻᇔᘏݑፅ̶

Our cumulative experience creating revenue-focused 

e-commerce platforms, apps, and marketing 

experiences for top brands over the past 15 years has 

given us insight into the needs of brands. We’re 

dedicated to creating new commerce solutions that 

empower them.

౯ժࣁᬦ݄15ଙӾԅᶮᕆߝᇈڠୌզතفԅӾஞጱኪৼ

ԧᥴف០ᲀ֛ḵጱᔴᑌᕪḵֵ౯ժႮଫአ҅ݣଘۓࠟ

ጱෛࠟӱᥴێ᭜ᩙԨ՜ժڠԭێᇈጱᵱ̶౯ժᛘߝ

٬ොໜ̶

Comprised of backend systems experts, blockchain 

specialists, and seasoned retail marketers, together, 

we have the proven experience and understanding to 

build the decentralized retail platform of the future 

and successfully bring it to market.

Technology Lead Technology Advisor
 PAVEL KISELYOV  RUI MAXIMO

17EVERY*
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John Wantz

Dani May

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Marketing Officer

Jonathan Gagliardoni

Jamie O'Shea

Chief Product Officer

Chief Brand Officer

CEO Chief Product Officer
 JOHN WANTZ JONATHAN BLANCO

CMO CBO
 DANI MAY JAMIE OSHEA
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18EVERY*

༄ਥ҅᩸ᦫᇨᗜቘᗦۗڦᗔձӷᶱձጱᇙכ҅ײಗဩጱࣁ๗ᳵ҅՜̶ۓᨰݪلݪԻฃާտጱڭᦤᗦࣁӣଙݸSECጱಗᤈ᮱ᳪ҅ᆐࣁᗔᜰԧԲଙᳵכ҅ݸဩጱӫਹ̶ဩᴺླӱڭᦤᗦࣁᗔฎכ

ᬲݍᦤڭဩ̶כᗔձፐᶷܐտᦤڭဩާտ҅ଚ้ձᘶᮏᦤڭᦫᦟጱӫਹᦤՈ̶

౯ժ૪ᥝכᗔᕳ౯ժᦖᬿ՜ፊᓕሾहጱ፡ဩ՜ᓒই֜

EVERY̶զӥฎ՜ጱӞԶమဩғ

ᬯฎ֢ԅEVERYጱဩᶶᳯጱឍ̶BlockchainฎӞᐿݒᶐጱದ҅౯உṛيᚆ౮ԅਖ਼ᤩ۸ᵭࢫࠓᴚጱӞ᮱̶ړ

ᬯฎ౯ᒫ܈ԫဩᶶᳯጱ֢አ̶౯૪ᕪଆۗڠୌവڊԾߝfintech҅ᗑӤᱷᤈ҅ᗑӤᦤ҅ڭኪৼࠟ҅ۓMARTECH҅ᐒԻড়֛ᄍڊᕪၧ̶

ӧෙ۸ݒጱፊᓕሾह

եᇈᲀࠓԻฃጱፊᓕሾहฎၞۖጱ҅ᛗݢզᬯ᧔̶֕ӮኴݱጱፊᓕӨၥᰁߥګظଫ̶՜ժᦊᦩblockchainጱࣳᄟ̶֢ێԅӞڹݷSEC҅౯ํמஞ҅ፊᓕ᮱ᳪਖ਼ӫဳԭྋᏟጱսེضଧ - ྂᦪ҅ӧ

ᛔ౯Իฃ҅ᒵᒵ̶ᦪᤈԅ҅ᄂአතፅྂଘل

ڞᦪᥢྂݍڭ᭐กଶᬯ؉̶ਝᦤፊᓕᳯ̶᷌ྯེᕅ࿆Ԇ۸ࠟӱဩفੜஞ҅૪ᕪᬰጱమڰᶋଉႮܦጱಥ᧚̶౯ٵᴚጱਝ๋ṛຽࢫᔰฎࢩེྯفے౯٬ਧࣁ

ኧԭکྯࣁᬡጱ๗ᴤྦྷ҅౯ᥝྯӻአᤈԅਝ҅ڞᥝಅํࢫᴚ౮ާಥ᧚তᕣฎࣁय़ᕅྯᵍጱᦇښౄ๕҅۱ೡਙጱಅၿ݊ጱᷚᴾጱಅํ्กਠق፥ਫ᭐ก̶

ྯӻܐᦓ - ӱ༷ۓᥦ

ᬯӧฎྯӻय़ጱ۸҅֕ݒਙᕳԧ౯҅य़ਹࢫᴚቘᥴଚݶ҅౯ժᶳ100Ѿ፥ਫ҅᭐กጱࣁ౯ժಅํጱԻฃ҅ଚࣁ౯ժಅํጱᴯᬿᶂጱמஞ̶౯ୌᦓአᒧ۸ݩጱࠟӱཛྷୗጱݪل᮷ݐԧᔄ֒ጱ؉ဩ҅զἩ

ᛩמஞ҅ଚๅঅଆۗᓕቘᘏቘႴࣕᄍާঅᄍާ̶

Ի՞ԏጱಗᤈښᦇۓӱݣᤈጱଘݢՔॠጱblockchainᘏࣁಗᤈᒊಸฎय़ጱ̶֕ᬯጱᷚᴾ̶य़ጱದࢧጱࣁ๚ᕪᘍḵጱࠟӱཛྷୗ҅ᐒտጱᄟෛጱقกݎࣁྋݣӞӻblockchainଘྯ؟ԅࢩ

ᳵ̶

᭐กଶӨಭᩒᘏ҅եᇈᨻԣᘏ҅ᐒ܄౮ާፊᓕᵱᥝᦻਫጱොୗ॒ቘᶂᬯԶ҅ଚզ๋Ⴔ༩ྃጱፘᷚىᴾ҅ᦏڦՈᚆड़ቘᥴلྋᦧհᬯԶᷚᴾᛔ૩̶

ਝᦤڭጭᦕᥝ

ᒈ̶ݍፘݐፊᓕکፗᒽᒈ̶EVERYᓒጱᔲੂ҅ᴻᶋಅᶋଉՈဳፓᧇᕡጱፊᓕຝۓԪڥSAFTጮጼԡପٌࣁሿݎဩๅग़ጱದଘ҅౯ڭᘶᮏᦤࣁ

Ӿ।ጱପڥSAFTጮጼԡጱቘஷฎਫአեᇈ“ڹࠓ”ၿ݊ᦤڭᲀ҅ࠓᘒᬯԶᲀࠓᵱᥝӨSECᬰᤈဳٙᒧݳᛔጭᦕᭇአጱᨖعᬰᤈ̶

ԭྯӞӻ҅ᬯޱ፳ׁᶌ౼ᛗᒫ506׀ጱSECᐺ۩ݎᤈᨖعҁb҂ֺdԅ᭗ᬦྯӞӻᗑᒊᬰᤈๅग़ጱلಸհࠓڊӧၿ݊“Ӟᛱൗ”ᒫ506ҁc҂Ӿ҅ᐒԻড়֛ᘏٌ՜ولԻ᭗ૡ̶ٍ

ᥢ506ڞҁC҂ฎ2016ࣁଙ໑ഝ2012ଙJOBSဩໜ᭗ᬦԧSECਙ꧋ᦜ“Ӟᛱൗ”ଠ҅ޞᶋلݎᤈզጱ֢ڠSECጱᒫӞེ҅֕ਙԞᵱᥝಅํಭᩒᘏᤩḵᦤԅ“ݳ໒”̶

ྯӻܐᦓ - ӱ༷ۓᥦ

໒ጱಭᩒᘏ̶ݳᕳ༄ḵ҅׀ݝԭᨆైጱ҅ྯSAFTsਖ਼ڊ

ਫአեᇈᲀࠓ

”᨟նၥᦶ̶“ڭጱեᇈSAFTsฎᦤݎဩᤩᑍԅᨻԣ๚ڭՋԍฎᦤࣁ”ݶݳԅ՜ժ౮ԧ“ಭᩒࢩ

զᤩ᯽න̶ݢฎᥝጱ҅զਠ౮blockchainᶱፓᳯ᷌҅ଚӬֵեᇈ”ێӥ҅ᶼ๗ጱಭᩒ҅“ٌ՜ጱۘ٭SAFTጱఘࣁ”̶ێٌ՜Ոጱۘ“ڥݶ”ጱԪӱݶو“୮ํӞӻྯࣁਂق᨟ն҅ਞࣁ

Ӟ෮ۑᚆEVERYեᇈ૪ᕪ֕҅ڊݎฎ҅՜ժӧଫᧆᤩᥤԅᦤلᤢᨗྲڭ՚ྷᕭۖᇔԧ̶ᘌଙᘏݢᚆᬮᦕᨗᤢل՚ྷᕭۖᇔฎই֜ᕮԻฃԅងᨊጱհ໒̶ᬿݷԅಅํᳵጱԲӻ๋ᩃጱᨗᤢل՚ጱ҅ݪل

ᗑᒊ2017ଙӞӻᒍ҅“ᬯฎྺ෫ወᳯጱلԆᆢฎ๋অጱᨗᤢل՚ጱ૱҅ሿࢩ҅ࣁྌਙฎᶋଉᗓᥠጱ҅ꂁṛጱ̶ਙᤩڜԅ$ 500,000ࣁeBayӤ҅ᬯฎӞӻلଘጱհ໒ӧՐฎӞӻݢᆽጱੜᆢԞํӞྦྷܲݥ“̶

ੱᓕํՋԍ૪ᕪԅᨗਪਪੱᓕᦜग़ݢወጱᄟࣁጱӧᜉᅙ֢ጱᑌຄํᕟᕢጱԻฃ૱҅ဌํՈ้ᕪୌᦓ҅ᨗਪਪଫᧆᦤڭᥡ፡̶ਙժٍํਫአጱሻٍ҅՜ժԞතᡐ̶ߝ՜ժӧӨ“ڦՈጱۘ”ێፊᓕ᮱ᳪ

๚ᥝੱݢᚆग़ጱڥႎ๗๕ձ๋֜ڡࣁԫᕆԻฃ૱ᨻԣ̶

EVERYեᇈਖ਼ᩒԾ“පአ”ᬱᬱ᩻ᬦԧӞӻතᡐሻ̶ٍ՜ժਖ਼ᤩ୮֢ᨵ૰ֵአጱྯӻଘݣӤ҅ਙժਖ਼ᤩአ֢ԅݎ᧡ଆۗीےጱᇙۑᚆጱྯӻଘݣጱࢧಸ̶ᨻᇔᘏԞਖ਼ྯᩥեᇈ҅ࢩԅ՜ժӨߝᇈݎՈާ

ᦓ̶ܐ᭗ᬦᧆ҅ߝᕪḵ҅զ૱ጱԾᘏጱଫአᑕଧݎአྯӞӻեᇈ҅ڥᇈਖ਼ߝզᬰᤈԻฃEVERYեᇈರᒵսణഷෞ̶ݢ҅՜ժ੪ߝᇈԾߝጱᨻᇔ֛ḵۖ҅ଚᨻԣ׀

ྯӻܐᦓ - ӱ༷ۓ

ੱᓕํӤᬿᥢਧ҅ྯॠԞਖ਼ਠقਝեᇈձ֜ਹୌᒈᲀࠓᐬե̶

ԫᕆ૱Իฃጱᳯ᷌

ᡱᆐਙฎݢᚆጱեᇈԻၞտ೭᩸ଚ꧋ᦜྯӞեᇈԻฃ҅ྯॠಅํጱԻၞࣁձ֜եᇈ“ԫಋԻฃ”כ೮Ӟਧጱਞق᪗ᐶጱፊᓕ̶EVERYਖ਼Өձ֜Իၞဌํፗളᳵളጱىᔮ҅ԞӧտἩۜEVERYեᇈᛘጱಭ

Իฃ̶ԅԧԭአಁեᇈၞۖ҅ྯॠݝտ׀ᬳᕮک૪ᎣեᇈԻၞ̶

ᮎॡ݇Өԫᕆ૱ݪل੪ํݢᚆ౮ԅࣁᘶᮏӞᕆᔿᕮԭਹጱݎጱᥢ҅ڞኜᛗฎ“ᰂ๐ۓӱۓ”ጱᥢ̶ڞ

ੱᓕᘶᮏဩ҅ইݍ။ဩᆽᘏဩໜጱᭇአࣁᬯӞᅩӤՖᆐఏᘒ๚٬ጱᳯ᷌҅ྯེᓒਫሿᦩڦEVERYեᇈጱಅํፗളᨻԣᘏ҅༄ັ՜ժݑعோړৼٌ՜ጱᗦፊഴܔݷጱᑕଧࣕᄍާ။ᕁ෪

ٌ՜ፊᓕᳯ᷌כ೮ᦄᥧ̶

༷ᥝ

ጱ᧔҅౯ժጱဩፊᓕොୗਖ਼ฎᵋԧᥴӧෙ۸ݒጱ๋֯ਫ᪢ፊᓕ̶౯ժஉႴ༩҅لଘ᭐ก̶౯ժਖ਼Өӱኴᶾᤥ҅ଚӨᬯԶᳯ᷌Ԫಅํፊᓕᦎᦞጱᑌຄ݇Өᘏ̶

ইຎ֦మᦎᦞձ֜ӤᬿጱᵋፗളӨ౯ᘶᔮ̶


